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Africa In International Politics External
German Chancellor Olaf Scholz made his inaugural visit to Africa with a three-nation tour that began in Senegal and concluded in South Africa. His trip came a little over three months after a visit by ...
Scholz’s Visit Highlights Africa’s Potential Leverage in Global Politics
Interview with Francis Laloupo, journalist and essayist, author of the book "Democratic Blues: 1990 to 2020", which analyzes the reasons for the decline of democracy in Africa and the positioning of ...
Africa, between the democratic world and the autocracies
But things seem to be changing, with the IMF currently engaged in 20 of Africa's 54 countries, and counting. In the past 12 months numerous states, including Zambia and Mozambique, have turned to the ...
Africa: Is the IMF Making a Comeback Across Africa?
I am glad to be back in South Africa. The retreat of the COVID pandemic is renewing our established connections and cooperation. I am equally happy that ...
African Union at 20: Advances, challenges, and future opportunities
Peacekeeping missions grab the headlines when they’re associated with tragedy and death – but that isn’t their full story.
UN peacekeeping in Africa is working better than you might think
Beijing has succeeded by responding to African governments’ precise needs, against a backdrop of lingering mistrust of the West.
The Secrets of China’s Economic Statecraft in Africa
For some time, UN peacekeepers in Africa have been dogged by allegations of incompetence, sexual abuse, and human trafficking. But they are also managing to prevent countries return to civil ...
Do UN peacekeepers in Africa deserve their bad reputation?
The Covid-19 pandemic has made it very difficult for African governments to manage debts, here are some of the problems and possible solutions.
African governments are struggling to pay their debts, and here’s why
Analysis - This year's celebration of Africa Day provides another opportunity to assess how far continental integration has progressed.
Africa: Pan-African Integration Has Made Progress but Needs a Change of Mindset
CLARENCE B. RANDALL, formerly president of Inland Steel,visited the Republic of South Africa, where he met with the leaders of all the racial groups.On his return he wrote some of his reflections in ...
South Africa Needs Time
The EU is feverishly looking for ways to get Ukrainian grain out of the country despite the Russian naval blockade. Meanwhile, Putin is turning the tables, portraying the impending famine as the ...
How Russia is provoking a global food crisis and blaming it on the West
As the COVID-19 pandemic takes its toll on Africa, not only precious lives have been lost, but also some of the world's poorest countries are slipping further into the grip of a debt crisis. The IMF ...
Africa's debt crisis: Who are the culprits?
Peacekeeping missions only make headlines when something goes wrong, usually when there are issues of abuse and exploitation. However, its not always doom and gloom as there are many untold good ...
The positive side of UN peacekeeping missions in Africa
At the University of Cape Town, May 26 was marked a historic day as the International Day for Africa was honoured with great historical and prospective presentations by top scholars, among ...
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